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Introduction: Xenon-HL is the longest known (since 1964; 
[1]) of all the isotope abundance anomalies carried by surviving 
presolar grains in primitive meteorites. In spite of this and in 
spite of its high abundance there is no consensus yet on its nu-
clear origin. Xe-HL is characterized by excesses in the heavy Xe 
isotopes (Xe-H) made by the r-process and in the light isotopes 
(Xe-L) made by the p-process, but in detail the abundance pat-
terns differ from r-process and p-process Xe proper. We will dis-
cuss three processes: the neutron burst [2,3], and the r-process 
proper for making Xe-H, and the rapid separation model [4] as a 
source of both Xe-H and Xe-L. 

Neutron burst: Acting on an s-process seed, the neutron 
burst [2,3] shifts abundances to the neutron-rich side of elements 
such as Xe. It has been very successful in explaining the Mo iso-
tope pattern in silicon carbide X grains [3] of supernova origin, 
but less so in explaining their Ba isotopic compositions [5] and in 
the case of Xe-H [4]. 

High entropy wind (HEW) r process: As noted above, Xe-
H differs from classical r-process Xe. A similar situation is en-
countered in the relative abundances of 129I and 182Hf in the early 
Solar System [6]. Also along the same lines, astrophysical obser-
vation of metal-poor stars indicate a “robust” r-process abun-
dance pattern from Ba upwards, but variable patterns in the lower 
mass range below A~110 [7]. We have shown that the HEW 
model for the r-process can produce 135Ba and the Hf isotopes in 
the “correct” r-process ratio, while at the same time producing 
only little 129I, if material synthesized only above a certain en-
tropy value is considered [8]. Such an “entropy cut” will have a 
significant impact on the Xe isotopic composition, which we are 
going to explore. 

Rapid separation model: The rapid separation model [4] 
stipulates early (~2 hours after supernova explosion) separation 
of radioactive precursors from already existing stable Xe nu-
clides, however no convincing mechanism has been presented. 
For example, recoil loss during β-decay in nanometer-sized 
grains, seems not a viable process [9]. Here we suggest another 
potential mechanism, namely early formation of grains taking up 
the Te and I precursors of r-process Xe. Adiabatic expansion (in 
case of SN Ia at least) may result in temperatures becoming low 
enough for grain formation on the required timescale [10]. Even 
if, due to radioactive heating and reverse shock the early grains 
will not survive, the process will result in spatial separation of 
precursors from early formed volatile products. 
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